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Status and open problems
in Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays
and High Energy Astrophysics



 The ensemble of astrophysical objects, environments
 and mechanisms  that generate and store high energy particles 
 in the  Milky Way and in the  entire universe.

“High Energy Universe”

This feld is one of the most signifcant and fascinating
“Frontiers” in Science  today.

1.  Understanding the  “COSMOS"  where we live

2.  The sources of the High Energy radiation 
      are  “laboratories”   where  we can  test  
     (in  conditions  that are not achievable in “Earth based  laboratories”)      
     the  Fundamental Laws of Physics.  

Multi-Messenger Astrophysics
and the study of:



 Gravitational Waves

 Cosmic Rays, 
 Photons, Neutrinos 

Four  Messengers   
 for the study of the 
“High Energy
Universe”



Three messengers are “inextricably”  tied together
[Cosmic Rays, Gamma Rays, High Energy Neutrinos]

three probes that study the  same underlying  
physical  phenomena   (giving complementary information)

 Relativistic 
 charged particles



(Some) High Energy Sources can emit
observable  signals  of  Gravitational Waves (!!)
Transient sources associated with the  formation of compact objects 

Entering a new exciting era with  LIGO/VIRGO



                

(neutron-star)-(neutron-star)  coalescence  
detected by LIGO/VIRGO  [short Gamma Ray Burst] 

GW 170817      GRB 170817A 



GW 170817

GRB 170817A

 
17/08/2017
 
Neutron stars 
 merger 
 
Extraordinary
event !
  





“High Energy Sources”
Discovery of several  diferent  classes
of astrophysical  objects/events  that are capable
of accelerating particles to  relativistic  energies
 
Strange and  wonderful  beasts in the Sky]



SN 1006 Crab Nebula

CEN AGRB 970228

Super Nova Remnants

Active  Galactic  NucleiGamma Ray Bursts

Pulsar Wind Nebulae



Cosmic Ray  Source 

e±

p

 particles escaping
 the source (cosmic rays)

 Hadronic  emission 

 Leptonic  emission 

 charged particles
 accelerated in the source

Interactions with gas and
radiation felds  (photons, neutrinos)



Emission of photons and Neutrinos

“hadronic emissions”

  versus 

“leptonic emissions”

(p, He, ...A, ... )

Simple  clear 
connection 
between  emissions  

Neutrino  
   and

Gamma Ray

But:
Gamma absorption in source
Gamma absorption in space
Leptonic  mechanisms



Emission of photons and Neutrinos

Understanding  the “co-acceleration of  
protons and electrons  a fundamental  problem



Relation  between
Comic Rays, Gamma-Rays ans Neutrinos:

Electrically charged particles  can acquire 
very large energies propagating in the electromagnetic felds
of  astrophysical  objects/transients.

Neutrinos and Gamma-rays are  generated
with approximately  equal rate in  the  decay of
pions (and other particles)  created  in  the interactions
of protons and nuclei [hadronic mechanism].

Gamma-rays are also  created by radiation processes 
of relativistic electrons/positrons  [leptonic mechanism]

Gamma Rays and neutrinos  trace the populations
of relativistic charged particles (protons/nuclei/electrons/positrons) 
in  the sources  



The relation  of the fuxes of  neutrino and Gamma-rays:
refects:

[1.] The  relative  importance of the  acceleration of
       electrons/positrons   versus  protons/nuclei
        [a problem of central importance]  

[2.]  The efects of absorption (of photons) 
       inside  the sources and during propagation
       [and neutrino favor oscillations 
      + possibly other (new physics) phenomena]

The relation between the
Fluxes of Cosmic Rays observed at the Earth
and the  gamma rays and neutrino fuxes is a 
much more difcult and less understood problem
because it depends on 
(a) Escape of CR  from the sources
(b) Propagation  (in the Milky Way or/and extra-galactic space)
[Very large uncertainties  for both problems]



COSMIC RAYS

Measurement at 
single point, and  (efectively) single time.
                                         [slow time  variations,
                                          geological record carries some information]  

Space and time integrated  average  of particles
generated by  many sources  in the Galaxy
and in the universe,  also shaped by propagation efects.

Measurements at the Earth





MILKY WAY

Solar 
system

High 
energy
sources



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



Gamma  Rays
Space 

Ground Arrays LHAASO

Cherenkov



The “Richness” of the Gamma Ray Sky

FERMI-LAT sky map



Components of the Gamma Ray fux  (0.1 – 1000 GeV)
Galactic/Extragalactic sources + “difuse"

Note :  The Neutrino sky will  have the same  5 components
(perhaps in diferent proportions) 



 Integral
 over  line of sight  

 [(CR density) * 
 (gas density)] 

 Study distribution
 of Cosmic Rays
 in the Galaxy



FERMI 4th   General Catalog 4FGL   (5064 sources)



Sources are  obviously in two main classes  

sin [Galactic Latitude]

 isotropic 
 extragalactic component 

Galactic sources
in a thin disk 





Classes of Sources

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)         3208        88% 
[AGN of  “Blazar” class                   3137       86%]

Galaxies (Normal)                                4

Galaxies  (Star Forming)                      7

Pulsars                                              239        6.5%
SuperNova Remnants (SNR)             40         1.1%        

SNR + Pulsar Wind Nebulae            108        3.0%

Globular Clusters (many ms Pulsars [?])    30

Accreting Binary Stars                       11

Novae                                                   1

[Fermi sources
 associated with
 known objects ]

 extra-galactic

 Galactic

72% of 
sources 



TeVCAT catalogue of TeV sources

247 sources





HESS Survey
78 Galactic sources

●PWN
●SNR
●Composite
●Binary systems



The SuperNova “Paradigm”
Most of the Galactic Cosmic Rays are 
accelerated in the Shock Waves of SN explosions

● Energy Balance
● Spectral shape 
  

Maximum Energy  [?]



Creation of a Neutron Star  in a SuperNova explosion

Pulsar  Formation  [Pulsar Wind Nebulae]



S.Funk, 
Ann.Rev.Nuc.Part. (2015)



All 40 FERMI-LAT  SNR (snr) sources

[note all bright sources  ftted with curved (logparabola) spectra] 

[PL: arXiv:2020.102507]
Astropart.. Phys. 125, 102507 (2021)



The CRAB  Nebula

6
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m
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1 minute = 0.58 pc
 =  1.8 * 1018  cm 



A very interesting chapter:

PULSARS

Diferent Mechanisms  for particle acceleration

Pulsar Wind Nebulae

Acceleration of positrons (and electrons) ?







3C219

Optical

Radio

 ACTIVE GALACTIC   NUCLEI



Infalling gas
from the disruption of a  star.



Fermi  fnds that the
extragalactic sky is
dominated by  “Blazar”emission



Blazars  in the  2LAC  FERMI catalog
(1121  objects) 
618  with redshift known  

Luminosity [1-100 GeV]

Very broad   distribution
luminosity distribution   



Spectral  Index of the Blazars in the 
FERMI 2LAC catalog.



M87  JET

Heber Curtis  (1918)
[Lick Observatory]

“Descriptions of 762 
 Nebulae and Clusters ….”

“...curious straight ray ... 
 apparently connected  
 with the nucleus by a
 thin line of matter.”



M 87



Superluminal  Motions

Source  moving 
on the celestial sphere

M87 :



Superluminal  Motion



M87   (d=17 Mpc)



Schwarzschild radius

Photon capture radius



High energy gamma rays
from M87

Continued campaign of observations 
of the “Event Horizon Telescope”





Observations

of M87
2005
2008
2010

HESS
MAGIC
VERITAS



VLBA  radio images
of M87  at 43 GHz 



The jet of  Centaurus A 



Examples of GRB  time profles (from BATSE   1991-2000)  



FERMI satellite   Gamma Ray Burst Monitor  (GBM)

10 years catalog  1998-2008   [50-300 KeV]

 Isotropic  distribution 



 2357 GBM GRBs   (gray asterisks)
(160 + 16)   long (short) LAT-detected GRB

2nd  FERMI-LAT  GRB catalog       (2008/ July/14 – 2018/July/31) 

[0.1 – 100 GeV]







GBM  time-duration  distribution T[90% of fuence]

LogNormal
distribution
fts



Short versus Long GRB's 



Association Long GRB's   with SN  explosions

GRB  980425SN 1998bw





 Fermi paper
 lower limit on  
 Lorentz Factor
 of outfow

Science  

3rd January 2014 



Hubble
Space Telescope

Detection
of SN 2013 cq
and its host galaxy

[at z = 0.3399]

GRB 0.83'' 
from center if Galaxy
(4 kpc)





Time profle [SWIFT (Bat)]  [15-350 keV]   

GRB 130427A 



Afterglow of GRB 130427A



Why do we think that GRB  are “jet like”
with a very large relativistic velocity ? 

GRB event
 (assume no beaming) 

energy 
fuence

size of source

At the “explosion” time
enormous  photons density in source

Opacity

Parameters of GRB139427A 

The source is not transparent 

Duration

enormous opacity
system “thermalized" 
with  Black body emission



How can one reduce the opacity   ?

Relativistic 
beaming

[all energies in source frame
lower (fewer photons above threshold)



 95 GeV photon
 (at observation.
 128 GeV at the source) 



Quantum Gravity efects
[space-time  granularity]







Binary Pulsars 
(PSR 1913+16)
(discovery Hulse & Taylor (1978)
(Nobel prize 1993)
[Pulsar 17 rotation/second] 

Orbit :  1.1 – 4.8 solar radii

Rotation period 7.75 hours
Period  shorter 
76.5  microsecond/year

Orbit smaller 
3.5 m/year

300 Myr
two neutron star coalesce



 GW 170817



NGC 4993



Two Classes of Gamma Ray Bursts:  “Short” and “Long”



Cherenkov Detection of GRB's



Hubble Telescope image of the Afterglow of GRB 19114C

Galaxy at z=0.42 Detected by MAGIC (0.3-10 TeV)





Multi-band spectra in diferent time intervals





HESS detection of GRB 180720B 



HESS observation: Observed and intrinsic spectral shape
(z=0.653)



Hubble Space telescope image of
afterglow/Kilonova 
of short GRB 160821B 

z = 0.1613
distance fromg
galaxy center = 16 Kpc



Short GRB 160821B   (possible 3 sigma) MAGIC detection 
                                          [Published ApJ 908, 20 (2021) ]

surprising large fux

clear evidence 
of “Kilonova”



“Artist view”  of
Accreting 
Binary  System



Superluminal Motions in microQuasars
in our Galaxy

GRS1915+105

Observations in radio

“Two  pairs of bright
  radio condensations”



Understanding the formation of the  “relativistic  jet”  in
  
●  Active Galactic Nuclei
●  MicroQuasars
●  Gamma Ray Bursts (short and long) 

and the  acceleration of particles associated to the
phenomenon

are problems that are intimately related  to each other,
and  a full understanding will require putting together
information  obtained with all messengers.



Neutrinos

Extragalactic Gamma rays   
absorbed for E > 1TeV



10 kpc

10 Mpc

1 Mpc 30 kpc

 Gamma Ray Astronomy  above 10-100 TeV 
 possible only for near (Galactic)  sources   [Absorption] 



1 TeV

“Horizon” for gamma rays  shrinks for 

Neutrinos can be the messengers from extragalactic high energy sources 



IceCube Detector at the South Pole  (1 Km3 of ice instrumented)



125 m string separation
17 m between PMT's

IceCube



ANTARES  (0.1 Km3)

Km3Net  (project)Detectors in the 
Mediterranean Sea



Baikal lake detector (1360 m depth)

E = 1.2 PeV neutrino event
(30 % uncertainty )



Planned extension:   IceCube Gen2 Optical + Radio sensors





Foreground
of atmospheric 
neutrinos

Astrophysical
neutrinos
signal



Earth

Possible absorption in the source
(and in propagation from the source)

Flavor oscillations
(good theoretical control)

 ENERGY
 EXTRAPOLATION 

Astrophysical 
source

 Leptonic/Hadronic 
 emission

Possible gamma-ray
absorption in source

Predictions of nu fuxes



Search for Neutrino Point Sources

Two most
signifcant excesses

2 AGN

NGC 1068
(2.9 sigma)

TXS 0506+056
(3.3 sigma)

IceCube 10 years searchAt present only limits
but this is not unexpected 
given the sensitivity
of the existing instruments



IceCube 10 years data
[from Catalog of potential sources]



IceCube   2013

[Science Journal  
“breakthrough
 of the year” 2013]

Evidence for
an astrophysical
neutrino signal

E > 30 TeV



 High Energy
 Starting Events
 (HESE)





7.5 years
of HESE events

Angular distribution
consistent with
ISOTROPY
(+ absorption in the Earth)

[extragalactic origin]



 Upgoing  (neutrino induced)  Muons



ICRC 2019



Questions on the IceCube signal:

1.   Is the signal of astrophysical neutrinos real ?
     (or is the  background/foreground  poorly estimated) ?

1a.  Could the  signal be contaminated  by a non negligible
       contribution of atmospheric  neutrinos ?

2.   Is the signal entirely extragalactic ?
       or does it contains a non negligible Galactic component ?

3.   If most of the signal is extragalactic,
      what can we say about the sources ?

3a.  If there is a Galactic  (perhaps subdominant)
       component  what is its  nature ?

   



Local Energy density 

cosmic rays

stars 
+ dust

CMBR

IceCube

Fermi
EBL

Comptel

X-ray
(AGN)



 IceCube
 (HESE)

Auger IceCube
 (muons)

Fermi
EBL

Absorption efect



Comparison  of the   gamma-ray  and neutrino   spectra:

Two  questions emerge naturally :
 1.  Is there an “excess of neutrinos”  [Do neutrino only sources exist?]
 2.  Are there distinct classes of sources for photons and neutrinos ?
      [or rephrasing:  can Blazars be the dominant  neutrino source]
       



What fraction of the IceCube neutrino signal
comes from the Milky Way ?

Joint paper of the ANTARES and IceCube Collaborations

No excess 
(based on template)

Template 
for the Angular distribution
of the Galactic difuse fux



The upper limit on  the  Galactic  difuse component
is close to the predictions  (that are however model dependent)



Does the IceCube  signal have a Galactic 
component ?

There are models where the signal is entirely
of Galactic origin.

Expected 
angular distribution
distribution



Very large (100 kpc)  halo of cosmic  rays

[Inspired (to a large extent)  by the observations
of the “Fermi Bubbles”]



]

ICRC 2019





Marek Kowalski  ICRC 2021 (IceCube highlight talk)





Neutrinos
from 
Blazars 



22 /sept/ 2017

Icecube  event                            E
vis

 =  23.7 +- 2.8 TeV

(Muon  entering the detector) 



IceCube     GCN 21916     23rd September 2017

IceCube Automated alert  23rd September 2017



….  Great source of excitement …...
Texas  Survey  of Radio Sources [365 Mhz, (1974-1983)]
66841 sources  [TXS …..] 

28th September  Fermi-LAT  GCN





Multi-wavelength Observations

Magic

Fermi-LAT



Bright Blazar
in the Fermi
Catalogposition of 

TXS 0506+056 



TXS 0506+056

VLBI 
radio observations



Modeling of
the fare

Electron +
proton acceleration

[Several papers]



Expected favor composition

[Standard mechanism of production]

Oscillations of Astrophysical Neutrinos

Oscillation lengths:

short for  astrophysical
distances



Space  averaged 
favor transition probability

Neutrinos  created in  volume
 of  sufciently large linear   size

Oscillating terms  average to zero





 “Standard
 mechanism”

 “Muon 
  absorption”

 “Neutron 
   decay”

much more
“astrophysically
  plausible”

Very high
magnetic feld

Nuclear
fragmentation



ICRC 2021

Best Fit :
{e,mu,tau} =  {0.20, 0.39, 0.42} 



   Studies of  PARTICLE PHYSICS
      with very high energy Neutrinos

Very High Energy

Very Long Path-length
(extragalactic) 

Very large  (astrophysical) uncertainties  about
source spectra  



Possibility of 
“Modifcations”  of the  neutrino  fux 
 during propagation.

Investigate :
Flavor Oscillations 
(with very long path-lengths)

 Neutrino  Decay                [with very long lifetimes]
 ........

Important difculty:
Properties of the neutrinos at the source
must be sufciently well understood.

[Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos
  mass doublets with tiny
  mass splitting]

 (9 orders of magnitude improvement)



LoI Snowmass 2021

New Physics
efects

Study very favorable with  Astrophysical Neutrinos





Measure  Neutrino Cross section



Neutrino Cross section 
as a function of energy



COSMOGENIC
NEUTRINOS

Intimately   related to  UHECR

Study the Redshift dependence
(and the composition)
of the source of  UHECR 



COSMIC RAYS

Measurement at 
single point, and  (efectively) single time.
                                         [slow time  variations,
                                          geological record carries some information]  

Space and time integrated  average  of particles
generated by  many sources  in the Galaxy
and in the universe,  also shaped by propagation efects.

Spectra  nearly (but not exactly !)
 perfectly isotropic 



Measurements of Cosmic Rays
as Messengers at the Earth:

 protons+ nuclei

 electrons 

 anti-particles



Why these spectral shapes ?

Precision measurements  of the
Cosmic Ray Spectra  [at the Earth! ]



Precision measurements  of the
Cosmic Ray Spectra  [at the Earth! ] p

He
C,  O
Li, Be, BNuclei  (AMS02)



 Flux of particles
 of type j

 Source spectrum 
 of particles  of type j 

Observable fuxes:     Source Spectra + Propagation



Global ft to to the CR proton fux   [PL + Silvia Vernetto   
                                                                            astro-ph/1911.01311]

The origin of the 
Power-Law Spectra of Cosmic Rays
(and its  deviations)



In my opinion:

Understanding the  shapes of the CR spectra
in the 1-GeV  10-TeV  range is a fundamental problem
and there are  several important questions open.

Is there a “non-standard” positron source

How are electrons accelerated ?

How CR propagate in the Galaxy ?

Connection between  energy ranges 
“Low energy”                    [GeV-TeV]

“High Energy”                    [PeV]

“Ultra High Energy”           [EeV]



High energy all-particle CR spectrum EAS  measurements



Cosmic Ray Spectra at High Energy (E >100 TeV)
measured by Air Shower  Experiments



Telescope Array  + TALE  (ICRC2021)





Structures in the High Energy CR  Spectrum

1.  The “KNEE”

2.   “Low energy Ankle"

2a.   The “Iron Knee”  of Kascade Grande  
2b.   The “proton (+Helium) Ankle”   

3.   The “Second Knee”     

4.  The “ANKLE”    

5.   The UHECR  suppression  

  





Auger  PRD 2020



Energy Spectra of Auger and Telescope Array
after rescaling  (in the common sky region)
Very good agreement



Telescope Array    Possile Anisotropy efect […?...]



The Nature of the “KNEE”  
in the Cosmic Ray Spectrum

Accelerator  feature
[Maximum energy of acceleration.

implies that all accelerators are similar]

Structure generated  by propagation
[implies  that the  (main) Galactic CR accelerators
must be capable to accelerate  to much higher energy]



Highlight talk at ICRC2021
“On the transition between Galactic
  and extragalactic cosmic rays”

Galactic extragalacticunexplained



IceCube
(HESE)

AugerIceCube
(muons)

Fermi
EBL

Absorption efect



Line: Waxman-Bahcall (1998)  extragalactic proton fux
          [+  “bound” on  extragalactic neutrinos]

Assumptions:   1.  Transition  Galactic/extra-galactic at the Ankle

                         2.  Spectrum  



Models  of the extra-galactic cosmic ray spectrum
where the transitions is  below the ankle
(associated to the “second Knee”)



Abu-Zayad et al.
arXiv:1803.07052

Mollerach, Roulet
arXiv:1812.04026
(very similar model)



The dogs that did not bark:
at the Galactic/extragalactic
          Transition:
 
 [1]  The “hardening”
 [2]  The anisotropy



Energy Spectra

Mass Composition

Anisotropies







Telescope Array Detector  (hybrid with 3 Cherenkov Telescopes)







Monte Carlo calculation of the Xmax distributions
(diferent elements)  



The “extraordinary”  Mass Composition of Auger
[A result of potentially profound signifcance]



The “extraordinary”  Mass Composition of Auger
[A result of potentially profound signifcance]

p

He

C/O

“Spectacular" structure

Hard spectra with sharp cutofs



Auger PRL 2020

1. Very hard spectra

2. Cutof is  the maximum  energy of 
    acceleration  in the sources 





Elongation Rate

Predictions for  a 
constant composition









Possibility to exclude models







Are the Auger results on composition confrmed 
by other detectors ?

Is there a discrepancy with Telescope Array

ICRC 2021





Monte Carlo calculation of the Xmax distributions
(diferent elements)  

Telescope Array
measurement of the
p-air cross section



pp total/elastic
cross sections at LHC

Glauber calculation
of the p-Air cross section

Measurements of
Air Shower experiments

(Auger, Telescope Array)



Measurements of the
proton-air
interaction length
from air-shower 
observations.

Signifcant tension
between the Auger results
that estimate a small
proton fraction at high energy
and the two Telescope Array
measurements of the
proton-air cross section.

P.L. PRD 103.103009
arXiv:2012.06861
 



Anisotropies

Large scale

Intermediate scale

Point sources



Large Scale Anisotropy Amplitude, Phase of  dipole

Markus Ahlers (Paris-Saclay 2021)



10 TeV  energy scale

Anisotropy at angular scale
of 10 degrees

multipole analysis

Markus Ahlers (Paris-Saclay 2021)







 Obviously 
 Very Important !

 But:   What does it mean ? 

 Is this evidence for extragalactic origin ?









Star Burst  Galaxies   (?!) 

Final Stages of stellar evolution ?

Collective efect due to 
Galactic Wind  generated by the ensemble 
of SN  explosions ?









https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/
quasi-linear-construction-of-the-density-feld
-91448f58ed5b4a30b5dc270a34fb4352

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/


ICRC 2021



J. Biteau:
Stellar formation rate map



Ralph Engel ICRC 2021



Efects of Relativistic Beaming

Simplest modeling of a source
as  a plasma “blob” moving relativistically
and emitting particles isotropically in the “blob frame”

Emission strongly peaked forward  in “lab frame”

Lorentz factor



Relativistic 
Beaming: 
(in lab frame)

Isotropic emission
in “blob frame”



Ensemble of sources
with the same Lorentz factor

Distribution of emission
angle, forward peaked 



CENTAURUS A



MAGNETIC   

FIELDS

Galactic and extragalactic



The  possibility   
“proton Astronomy”

(at sufcient high 
magnetic Rigidity)



Structure  of the Milky Way Magnetic Field











Importance of the “vertical feld”



The “FERMI  bubbles”









Cosmic Ray Physics  
[Astroparticle Physics]  

and 

HADRONIC  INTERACTIONS





Multiple parton  interactions
in the same collision



Great importance of the LHC  data

Total, elastic, inelastic cross sections
“Minimum bias” events 
Difractive events
 ….....
[Need all phase space, including the very forward]

Also potentially  important  measurements at 
much lower energy  (Fixed Target)



Where are we with  the modeling
of Hadronic  Interactions ?

How large are the uncertainties ?

What are the perspectives to make them
smaller ?

What is the impact 
for present and future  studies ?



my opinion:

Uncertainties on hadronic interactions are still large
(and possibly/probably  underestimated).

Dedicated eforts  (experimental and theoretical)
can signifcantly reduce these uncertainties.
This a  very important and valuable program for  
High energy astrophysics 
   and
Particle Physics 

However: necessary to  construct 
Observational programs that 
“minimize” the dependence on hadronic  interactions
 [multiple  variables,  self consistency, ...] 



The “Muon problem”  in Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays



Hans Dembinski
Highlight talk ICRC 2021







We present the frst measurement of the fuctuations 
in the number of muons in extensive air showers produced
 by ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. 
We fnd that the measured fuctuations are in good 
agreement with predictions from air shower simulations. 
This observation provides new insights into the origin 
of the previously reported defcit of muons in air shower 
simulations and constrains models of hadronic interactions
 at ultrahigh energies. 

Our measurement is compatible  with the muon defcit
originating from small deviations in the predictions
from hadronic interaction models of particle production 
that accumulate  as the showers develop.



Fundamental Open  Problems:

1.  Galactic / extragalactic transition

2.  Spectrum + Composition
      from the Knee  to the “end of the spectrum”

3.   Measure and understand Anisotropies

4.    Hadronic Interactions



Open Problems for  Cosmic Ray Astrophysics

Ensemble of Galactic sources:

[*]  What is the shape of the  source spectrum
[*]  What is the source spectrum for electrons
[*]  Do positron accelerator exist ?
[*]  What is the maximum energy of Galactic sources
[*]  What generates the “Knee” 
[*]  Do diferent  classes of object contribute to the fux
[*]  What classes of objects ?

Ensemble of extragalactic sources:

[*]  What is the shape of the   extragalactic source spectrum
[*]  What is the maximum energy
[*]  More than one class of events ?
[*]   Source identifcation [CR astronomy] 
….....



Strategies for future  CR studies

Two  main directions:

[1.]   Highest  Energies,   Very large  Exposures
         
          pursue the dream of Cosmic Ray Astronomy
          [look for surprises, exotic, …]
           

[2.]      Lower energies    [TeV  -  EeV]
             Higher statistics
             Better  control of  systematics
             Redundant measurements.
             Clarify  open problems
             Knee, Ankle, Galactic/extragalactic, ….
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